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Company Overview
BulDock Ltd. is a company that designs, manufactures and assembles high-quality HDPE floating
dock systems. The brand was conceived during the construction of the world-famous art installation
“The Floating Piers” by Christo at Lake Iseo in Italy (2016), where our exceptional team was tasked
with the responsibility to engineer a floating solution to bring the artists’ vision to life.

Mission
BulDock Ltd. exists to bring your “floating”
concepts into reality. Our formula for
success is the sum of high-quality
products, cutting-edge innovations,
continuous design improvements and a
team committed to bringing customers’
visions to life.

Brand

Our products are created through cutting-edge technologies to deliver secure, efficient and
durable floating solutions. BulDock Ltd. is a company committed to innovation and continuous development.

Team

Our team is comprised of Bulgarian, Italian and French specialists who are continuously refining the
products and services to deliver modular docking systems of the highest quality, while adhering
to the strictest international standards. We also assist our customers by offering reliable experts’
support for the installation, anchoring and maintenance of your BulDock floating system.

Products
BulDock Ltd. is a company that designs, manufactures and assembles high-quality HDPE floating
dock systems. The brand was conceived during the construction of the world-famous art installation
“The Floating Piers” by Christo at Lake Iseo in Italy (2016), where our exceptional team was tasked
with the responsibility to engineer a floating solution to bring the artists’ vision to life.
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Application
Let your imagination soar - we will do the rest!
BulDock’s modular docking system can be implemented in a variety of settings - from marinas and residential
docks, to events for special occasions, leisure facilities and construction projects. We can effortlessly turn your
shoreline into a helipad, water sports platform, floating swimming pool and even an arts installation. Our modular
floating system can also be used such as repair and maintenance of bridges, harbors, canals and other
water-based projects.

Application
Marinas

Because of its’ flexibility, BulDock’s modular floating pontoons can be
configured as a marina. It’s easy to assemble and suitable for highload capacities.

Residential

BulDock’s modular docking system is the perfect addition to any lake
cottage or beach house. Its’ simple assembly process, reliability and
virtually limitless configuration options, make it a unique feat to any
waterside residence.

Bridges

Clunky wooden and metal bridges are a thing of the past. BulDock’s
modular docking systems can be used to construct bridges and
pathways, which are both safe (due to their anti-slippery surface) and
effective (due to their high-load capacity).

Application
Leisure

BulDock’s modular docking system can be assembled into a number
of recreational facilities, such as floating pools, fishing platforms, aqua
parks and floating holiday complexes.

Events

BulDock’s modular docking system will have the guests of your event
literally “walk on water”. We can make everything float. From lakeside
weddings to large-scale entertainment concerts, we can turn your
concept into “the event of the year”!

Industrial

BulDock’s modular docking system can be used in various industrial
settings, including construction, repair and maintenance of bridges,
canals, harbors and other water-based projects.

Jet Slider

BulDock’s floating Jet Slider is a unique dry-dock system. Its’ innovative design prevents disproportionate strain on the
hull by distributing the watercraft’s weight evenly, thus minimizing maintenance costs. Created to cater to your specific
needs, this signature BulDock product will make the servicing of your watercraft a much easier, safer and plesurable
experience.

Jet Slider

BulDock’s floating Jet Slider is a unique
dry-dock system.

Its’ innovative design

prevents disproportionate strain on the
hull by distributing the watercraft’s weight
evenly, thus minimizing maintenance costs.
Created to cater to your specific needs,
this signature BulDock product will make
the servicing of your watercraft a much
easier, safer and plesurable experience.

Boat Slider

BulDock’s Boat Slider is a unique dry-dock
system. Its’ exceptional design prevents
any disproportionate strain on the hull by
distributing the watercraft’s weight evenly.
The Boat Slider does not feature any
moving parts that might be damaged or
would require maintenance. The BulDock
Boat Slider is lightweight, resistant to UV
rays, chemicals and collision.

Services
We turn your ideas into realities!
To deliver the best value to our customers, we also offer a wide range of supporting services, including project
planning, consulting, installation, maintenance. Our expertise and innovation-driven approach are what sets
BulDock apart from other floating solutions.
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Let your imagination float!
We will do the rest!

Let us plan for you!

We bring your ideas to life!

Services

Maintenance

Installation
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including logistics, anchoring, diving inspections and pontoons’
installation.

Anchoring System
At BulDock, we are committed to supplying our clients with products of the most superior quality and value.
When considering mooring solutions, we are proud to offer our customers the best there is on the market
today – The Helix Eco Anchors. These anchors have 4-5 times the holding strength of alternative mooring
options, while ensuring utmost protection of marine wildlife and habitat. A single Helix Eco Anchor can
withstand the pulling force of a 800hp Tug boat. These anchors are made of high-grade steel, hot-dipped
galvanizing and are offered in a wide variety of sizes and lengths. Their life span is more than 30 years.

Projects

“The Floating Piers” by Christo

World-renowned artist, Christo, selected BulDock’s modular floating system for the execution of his enormous

installation “The Floating Piers” at Lake Iseo in Italy (2016). He chose our system after extensive tests ensuring the
superb quality and exceptional security of the solution. BulDock’s team was in charge of the beginning-to-end
realization of the concept, including manufacturing, assembly and installation of the entire floating structure.

“The Floating Piers” by Christo

“The Floating Piers” was on display for 16 days and was visited by more than 1.2 million people. It took 4 months to
construct the 3.2km-long installation, comprised of 226,000 BulDock cubes and anchored by 220 five-ton anchors.

“The Floating Piers” was a modern masterpiece that created new understanding of the idea of water bodies and
also affirmed that creating any form of floating structure is now possible.

“The London Mastaba” by Christo

“The London Mastaba” (2018) at Serpentine Lake in Hyde Park was Christo’s second project that BulDock was hired to
execute. “The London Mastaba” was a massive 600-ton scuplture, made of 7,506 colorful barrels stacked horizontally
on a BulDock floating platform. The structure was visible for 3 months and anchored to the lake’s bottom with 32 sixton anchors.

The Floating Concert in Plovdiv

BulDock built and anchored the platform for the first-ever floating concert in Bulgaria, which took place at the Rowing
Canal in Plovdiv in the summer of 2019. More than 12,000 people attended the event where pop stars Orlin Pavlov, Lubo
Kirov, Vladimir Ampov – Grafa, and others performed. The concert also featured sentimental scenes from the movie
“Return”, while the last scene of the movie was actually being filmed simultaneously during the concert itself.

Black Sea Clean-Up Campaign 2020

At BulDock, we are committed to ensuring our products are manufactured, installed and used in a way that doesn’t
harm Marine life and the environment as a whole. In June 2020, we started an initiative to clean the waters of the Black
Sea from plastic waste. More than 40 divers and free divers participated in the event, which featured a specially built
and BulDock floating platform. The platform was anchored in close proximity to the island of St. John and boasted a
garbage container on top to collect the waste that volunteers brought out of the water. The campaign was realized
in partnership with DIVING BG (the largest diving center in Bulgaria) and with FinTrade Recycling.

Pomorie Fishing Port Bulgaria
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Port Pomorie was fully designed and installed by BulDock’s team in May 2021.
The Marina is ready to welcome various motor and sailing yachts and its the newest point of attraction in the area.

Future Plans

Though these are challenging times for everyone globally, we believe the future ahead is bright and awaiting and
we are excited to realize our visions together with you. Whether a wedding, a birthday celebration, a corporate party,
a sports game, a yoga retreat, a music concert, an entertainment performance, a fashion show, an advertisement
exhibition, an art installation, or even a new home on water, we can turn your dreams into unforgettable memories.
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